
M A C H 1
AVIATION CONSULTING & SERVICES

NEW  A I R C RAF T

DE L I V E RY  SUPPORT

Our experienced team can help you

take delivery of your new product.

Ensuring the aircraft is delivered to

meet the highest of standards. 

ENTRY  I N TO  S E RV I C E

Taking delivery of a new aircraft type

is never easy and filled with hurdles.

We can provide support and training

to ensure a smooth transition of the

aircraft into service and avoiding

unnecessary delays and missed trips

for the aircraft owner. With on-site

support, we can help advise how to

set up your operation with the correct

tools and knowledge to successfully

maintain your aircraft. 

I N I T I A L  &  

R E -R EG I S T RAT I ON

Following the purchase of a new or

used aircraft, MACH1 can support in

placing it on the registry of your

choice. MACH1 has the capabilities to

perform tail number changes and

issuance of a new certification or

airworthiness and registration.

Whether you need the aircraft

imported and issued a new certificate

of airworthiness or exported and an

export certificate of airworthiness

issued, MACH1 has your needs

covered. 

P R E - SA L E S  CONTRACT

I N S P EC T I ON

Before entering into a costly sales

contract MACH1 can dispatch a

representative to perform a detailed

inspection of the potential aircraft. We

will provide a detailed report of the

aircraft with high-definition pictures, a

list of potential costly defects, a

review of aircraft paperwork and logs,

and an estimate of upcoming

maintenance costs. This will provide

you with the knowledge you will need

to decide whether to proceed with the

purchase and areas to negotiate the

sale price. 

P R E - PURCHAS E

I N S P EC T I ON

R E PR E S ENTAT I ON

Aircraft pre-purchase inspections are

never straightforward with numerous

grey areas. We offer onsite

representation during this process to

ensure a smooth transition or

ownership where defects are

addressed correctly and billed to the

correct side. 

MA I N T ENANCE  I N PU T

R E P R E S ENTAT I ON

MACH1 offers onsite support during

your aircraft scheduled or

unscheduled maintenance at a service

center location. Having a MACH1

representative will ensure all defects

are worked correctly and resolved,

correct and accurate billing of labor

hours, warranty items are not billed,

aircraft are worked in a timely manner

and the scheduled out date is not

missed. 

 

F L I GH T  ENG I N E E R

SUPPORT

If you have an upcoming trip to parts

of the globe lacking in maintenance

support, MACH1 offers a flight

engineer service where one of our

experienced team members can fly on

board with your crew and be there to

prevent any unnecessary missed trips. 

 

As well as the services listed above

MACH1 offers AOG support and

aircraft management. Please visit

our website or contact us via email

or phone for further details. 

 

What makes MACH1 different is that we tailor our service to support your needs

however big or small that might be. We do not offer just part of your

requirements; we can meet your needs from start to finish. From helping you find

a suitable aircraft, ensuring the aircraft is fit for purchase all the way through to

helping you bring this aircraft into service with the infrastructure to operate

successfully. 

WWW.MACH1AVIATIONGROUP.COM

MACH1AVGRP@GMAIL.COM

DEREK.JOHNSTON@MACH1AVIATIONGROUP.COM


